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kuduTM

The Kudu is a practical indoor and outdoor 

wheelchair which combines form and functionality 

to provide the right fit and support a comfortable 

posture. It comes in 4 sizes and has many features 

that are adjustable as the child grows.
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Kudu has been designed to offer exceptional

adjustability. Backrest height and seat depth can be

extended without having to change cushions. The

cushions have a one piece removable upholstery that

provides comfort for the child and brings simplicity to

the overall design. 

A significant feature on the Kudu is the new

self-centering tilt-in-space that provides effortless

tilting of the seat while maintaining optimum balance.

Kudu remains stable with the back reclined and the

self-centering tilt-in-space activated.

 

Ergonomic considerations have been taken into 

account to enhance the child’s comfort and 

minimize the caregiver’s effort when manoeuvring 

the wheelchair. Kudu is designed with a facility to 

change the back recline angle without tools. For 

convenient transportation purposes, the back rest 

can be collapsed horizontally and the wheels can be 

removed. 

26-38 cm 22-45 cm 37-63 cm max.60kg

Self centering tilt-in-space/Back recline

Centre of gravity

To adapt to different needs, the seat has a moveable centre of gravity 

achieved by adjusting the rear wheels in 3 different positions. The frame 

of Kudu has a strong durable construction whose length makes it easy to 

manoeuvre

Growth adaptable

The base of the seat and the back rest are adjustable in depth and height

Secure and portable transportation

The Kudu complies with ISO 7176-19 for transporting children in motor

vehicles (max. 57 kg)

kudu
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The back rest is

adjustable independently

from the seat

With the self-centering tilt-in-space, the 

centre of gravity remains intact. This also 

eases effort required to manoeuvre the 

wheelchair. 
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Size
95xxxxxxxx

The Kudu is available in four sizes. Can be ordered with either push handles or angle adjustable push brace

Kudu with push brace, drum brakes and wheel brakes Kudu with push handles and wheel brakes 

Frame colour
Available in three colours

White Red Grey

Cushions

Back cushion Cushion covering Seat cushion

Push brace and handles

Push brace Push handles

Foot supports
Choose from the different types of foot supports

Foot plate, centrally 

mounted

Parted foot rests 

(available for size 

2+3+4)
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Rear wheels
Choose from the different sizes of rear wheels. 20”, 22” and 24” come as 

standard with quick release

12½”/16 

solid or air

20”/22”/24” 

solid or air

Brakes
Choose from the different types of brakes

Wheel brakes  

(available for 20”, 22” 

and 24”)

Drum brakes

Front wheels
Choose from the different sizes of front wheels

6” solid front wheels 7” solid or air front 

wheels (can be  

combined with 22” 

and 24” rear wheels)

Anti-tips and spoke protectors

Anti-tips Spoke protectors
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Measurements

 1  2  3  4

Max. user weight in 

transportation

57 kg (125lb) 57 kg (125lb) 57 kg (125lb) 57 kg (125lb)

Seat height above floor (E) 48 (183/4”) 48 (18¾) 48 (18½”) 48 (18½”)

Back height (C) 37-46 (14½-18”) 40-52 (15½-20”) 43-58 (16½-22½”) 4-63(17-24½”)

Seat depth (B) 22-32 (8½-12½”) 27-37 (10½-14½”) 31-41 (12-16”) 35-45 (13½-17½”)

Underrubrik cm cm cm cm
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Measurements

Size 1 Size 2 Size 3 Size 4

Seat width (A) 26 cm (101/4 ”) 30 cm (11¾”) 34 cm (131/4 ”) 38 cm (14¾”)

Seat width with hip supports (accessories) 18-26 cm (7-101/4 “) 18-30 cm (7-11¾“) 18-34 cm (7-13“) 18-38 cm (7-15“)

Seat depth (B) 22-32 cm (8½-12½”) 27-37 cm (10½-14½”) 31-41 cm (12-16”) 35-45 cm (13½-17½”)

Back height (C) 37-46 cm (14½-18”) 40-52 cm (15½-201/4 ”) 43-58 cm (16½-22½”) 43-63 cm (17¾-24½”)

Lower leg length (D)

Foot plate, centrally mounted 16-31 cm (61/4 -12”) 16-38 cm (61/4 -14¾”) 26-45 cm (101/4 -17½”) 26-45 cm (101/4 -17½”)

Foot rests, parted foot rests 25-35 cm (9¾-13½) 30-48 cm (11¾-18¾”) 30-48 cm (11¾-18¾”)

Seat height above floor (E) 48 cm (18¾”) 48 cm (18¾) 48 cm (18¾”) 48 cm (18¾”)

Width (G) 59 cm (23”) 63 cm (24½”) 67 cm (26”) 71 cm (27½”)

Length (H) 69 cm (27”) 69 cm (27”) 74 cm (28¾”) 74 cm (28¾”)

Height (I) 94 cm (36¾”) 94 cm (36¾”) 94 cm (36¾”) 94 cm (36¾”)

Weight 19 kg (42 lb) 21 kg (46 lb) 23 kg (51 lb) 25 kg (55 lb)

Max. user weight/load 40 kg (88 lb) 50 kg (110 lb) 60 kg (132 lb) 60 kg (132 lb)

Max. user weight in transportation 57 kg (125,5 lb) 57 kg (125,5 lb) 57 kg (125,5 lb) 57 kg (125,5 lb)

Back recline -5° to 30°  -5° to 30° -5° to 30° -5° to 30°

Seat tilt -3° to 45° -3° to 45° -3° to 45° -3° to 45°

Camber angle for 20, 22, 24 inch wheels  6°  6°  6°  6°
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The Kudu measurements above are based on the use of 22”rear wheels, 6” front wheels, angle adjustable push braces and parted foot 

rests. Different settings may result in another set of measurements. To achieve some of the measurements above, slight adjustments might 

be required. As we supply various types of accessories, the weight is listed without.
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Head support with cover
99xxxx-xx

For correct position and support

See the Accessories section at 

the back of the catalogue, for 

further information on options 

and measurements

Back extension cushion
95743-xxx

Supports the upper back

Size Measurements

1 +5 cm or +10 cm

2 +5 cm or +10 cm

3 +5 cm or +10 cm

4 +5 cm or +10 cm

Fixed side supports
95401-x0

Type Measurements

0 W:9   X H: 10 cm

5 W:16 X H: 15 cm

6 W:12 X H: 14 cm

Swing-away side 
supports
8310xx-xxx

See the Accessories section at 

the back of the catalogue, for 

further information on options 

and measurements

Arm rests, incl. side 
plates
95712x

Height adjustable and provide 

arm support

One size

Tray
9576350 

One size

See the Accessories section at 

the back of the catalogue, for 

further information on options 

and measurements

Swing-away knee 
supports, set
95860-xx

Provide control and positioning

Type Size

1+2 Small

3+4 Medium

Rucksack
94480-x

Extra space for storage

Type Size

1+2 Small

3+4 Medium

Calf support
85131-xx

For parted foot rests  

For extra support and comfort

One size

Calf support
85131

Centrally mounted foot plate 

For extra support and comfort

Size Measurements

1 H:15 x W: 30 cm

Heel band for parted 
foot rests
85132-xx

One size

Mud guards
9520xx

Available for 20”, 22” and 24”

One size
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Transport fittings rear
95900-10

Complies with ISO 7176-19, for 

safe transportation in motor 

vehicles (max. 57 kg user weight)

One size

Vent tray
95281-10

Tray for carrying medical 

equipment. 20 kg weight limit

One size

Push brace
95629-x

Size Measurements

1 W:33 x D:27,5 cm

2 W:37 x D:27,5 cm

3 W:41 x D:27,5 cm

4 W:45 x D:27,5 cm

Push handles
95370-10

Size Measurements

1 W:43 x D:20 cm

2 W:47 x D:20 cm

3 W:51 x D:20 cm

4 W:55 x D:20 cm

Parted foot rests
95151-x60

Size Measurements

2 W: 14 x D: 13 cm

3 W: 15 x D: 13 cm

4 W: 18 x D: 13 cm

Foot plate, centrally 
mounted
95152-x60

Size Measurements

1 W: 26 x D: 19 cm

2 W: 31 x D: 19 cm

3 W: 36 x D: 23 cm

4 W: 41 x D: 24 cm
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